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Internet of Things – Basic Concept
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Backdrop:  Manufacturers are embracing “IoT” in many different ways
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Industry 4.0
New developments in industry accelerating changes in products, services, and operations

Digital Analytics

Connected Things / Data Mgmt Big Data

Operations
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Growth
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Risk
Achieve Digital Trust6
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Connected Product Development5

Focus of 
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Some say manufacturing will change more in the next 5 years than it has in 
the last 20…
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Drivers of Change 
in Manufacturing

Technology 
Innovation

Shifting 
Demand

Economic 
Volatility

Geo Political
Uncertainty

• Digital Factory

• Additive Manufacturing

• Automation

• Man Machine Interface

• Customer Footprint

• Customer Behaviors
and Expectations

• CapEx Aversion

• Labor Costs and 
Productivity

• Operational Hedging

• Tax 

• Trade

• Localization
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…But the “Next Generation” of digitally-powered manufacturing 
capabilities has been a mixed bag of hype and hope…
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… And little evidence exists that any kind of  “manufacturing renaissance” nor 
“re-shoring boom” is materializing, at least in developed countries
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Source:  US Bureau of Labor Statistics, as reported in BloombergView, March 2016
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So what are the ways to inspire a “Manufacturing Renaissance?”
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Delight the 
Customer

Level the 
Playing Field

What they want, when
they want it

Achieve Lot Size 1 Flexibility

Productivity, not 
input factors

Speed Cost Quality Safety

Create CapacityDeliver fast, and on-time
Manufacturers’

Imperative:

Ways to win:
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Delight the Customer
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Manufacturing feels the squeeze:  
Must deliver Lot Size 1 capability

Most Compelling Driver of Advances 
in Manufacturing: 

Personalization 

Rapid Pace of Product and Solution Innovation- -
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Level the Playing Field
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Next Level 
Improvements

Current 
State

Current State -
NVA 

Addressable

Value Add
Non-Value Add

• Unplanned downtime
• Missing parts
• Scheduling changes
• Quality issues / rework
• Looking for parts / tools
• Changeovers

First Level Improvement: 
Elimination of common 
operational challenges Next Level Improvement:

Higher maturity use cases targeting total cost 
reduction, e.g., predictive maintenance, advanced 
automation, etc.

Labor and Overhead Cost per Unit:

Machines Labor

Materials Flow
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How do we get there?
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A&TA&TFabFabFab A&T

Digital Factory Engine
(Execute, Analyze, Optimize)

• Fixed Things • Mobile Things
Digital Replica

Digital Record

Whse,
Dock

Dock,
WhseFlowStock Stage

Identify, Sense, Actuate,  Control

Instruct, Measure

Monitor, Report

CRM, APS, CPQ MES / PLM / QMS WMS, ERPPLC / SCADA

Plan, Order,
Replenish, Track, Recv

Plan, Fulfill,
Replenish, Ship, Track, 

Digital Capture

Enablers

• Avalanche of sensors

• Faster processing, 
cheaper storage

• Open platforms to
integrate end to end

• Solution “Push” from
third parties and 
partners / suppliers

• Greater functionality
in core systems

• Data science and 
analytics revolution

• Machine learning

Capabilities

• Improved, integrated
real-time monitoring

• Retrospective root 
cause performance &
optimization analysis 

• Predictive design and 
DfX, e.g. thru digital 
model of factory
and supply chain

• Leverage of domain 
expertise for problem 
solving (customers,
suppliers, 3rd parties)

• Truly distributed 
manufacturing
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Digital Manufacturing Solutions are coming on-line that match the “use-
cases” manufacturing leaders think about every day
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Machine Labor
• Asset Management
• Machine perf. monitoring
• Predictive maintenance
• Remote services
• Energy optimization
• Open protocol integration
• Enable customization
• Equipment intelligence

• Augmented realty solutions
• Safety & Compliance mgmt.
• WH Activity Optimization
• Lead time management
• Tools & Equipment tracking

Material Flow

• Inventory replenishment
• Real-time SC monitoring
• WH activity optimization
• Supplier quality management
• Shelf-life monitoring
• Virtual spare part WH
• Product improvement
• Warranty management
• Consignment management
• Quality analytics
• Historical performance analysis

• Production flow monitoring
• Capacity monitoring
• Real-time SC monitoring
• Lead time management
• Tools & Equip tracking
• Search capability
• Shipping activity optimize
• Real-time alerts
• Service level mgmt.
• Customer data analytics
• Integrated operations
• Production line simulation
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The “IoT Stack” in many ways is shaping the ways to play in Digital 
Manufacturing… 
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Layer Components Purpose

Industrial 
Apps

• Display results from analytics in useful 
visualizations

• Allow interaction with data and enable 
decision-making

• Provide real-time notifications

Data 
Processing 
& Platform

• Collect, translate, and store data incoming from 
the devices

• Link and translate data from multiple different
databases

• Perform advanced analytics
• Expose API’s for software development / 

operation

Edge and 
Gateway

• Establish and maintain a secure, fault-tolerant 
connection between the data storage platform 
and the devices

• Perform computation to consolidate raw device 
data into meaningful data stream

• Receive feedback and act on instructions 

Hardware

• Produce and transmit data related to current 
state of device

• Machines: e.g., capital equipment
• Sensors: e.g., antennas, pressure/thermal 

sensors, etc.
• Devices: e.g., phones, cameras, RFID, etc.

Sensors DevicesMachines

Device Hub / Gateway Device Management

Data Management

API Design / Build API Runtime Management

Software Websites Mobile Apps

Communications 
Infrastructure

Interfaces 
and Apps 

Solutions 
Platform

External Company Solutions

Solution Solution Solution

Internal Company Solutions

Solution Solution Solution
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The digital manufacturing marketplace is materializing but still unstructured 
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The marketplace is currently unstructured
• No clearly defined set of digital factory options exist

• Customers are experimenting with different vendors and ROI equations

• Adoption patterns and commercial models will continue to evolve

There have been some successes and some failures, but general paralysis
• Lack of clarity on value and not enough focus on people / workflow implications; involvement of operators.
• Heavy push from infrastructure vendors; too much focus on wrong use cases

Manufacturers seek to avoid complexity and risk
• There may be a reluctance to adopt new technologies and workflow-models that do not clearly integrate with existing 

MES/MRP/OT systems

• Manufacturers require a demonstrated value proposition and a 1-2 year payback period

The marketplace is materializing
• A highly active “push” into creating a digital factory market, especially by 

traditional “Information and Operations Technology” providers
• A strong interest in digital factory solutions, a willingness to “try/buy”
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Transformational examples are beginning to emerge…
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“Digital Factory”

• Comprehensive portfolio of integrated 
hardware, software, and technology based 
services

• Expansive role in automotive market – 14 
of 15 OEMs & 90% of top 25 tier-1 
suppliers have Siemens in plant

• Launched Digital factory division in 
October 2014

• Key figures for FY 2014
- Orders of €9.2B (4% y-o-y growth)
- Target margin 20% (FY14 was 18.3%)

“ThingWorx”
• ThingWorx is an IoT platform designed for 

companies to rapidly develop IoT apps 
that connect to products

• Billed as the “world’s first and purpose 
built IoT platform”

• PTC partnered with GE to be the engine 
behind Brilliant Manufacturing

• Based on PwC interviews, approximately 
20 examples across multiple industries 
including equipment manufacturing and 
telecom

• Converged control and communication 
architecture based on standard Ethernet 
and internet protocol technology

• Virtualization and cloud computing 
relocate local servers to an on- or off-site 
data center – data is accessible on mobile 
devices

• Employs a “defense in depth” security 
approach to address internal & external 
security threats – approach recommended 
by DHS

“Connected Enterprise”

• Generally focused on improving GE’s own 
operations – rolling out elements to all 400 
factories around the world

• Combination of advanced factory 
techniques (e.g. virtual engineering) and 
industrial internet (automation and data 
analysis)

• Conducted 3 yr pilot at plant in Greenville
- Capex investment $3M + $12M Opex
- Estimated $100M savings & 530K hours

“Brilliant Manufacturing”

• Established MES software integrated 
across SAP platforms

• Future Factory is located in SAP research 
lab with elements that focus on:
- Supply chain
- Warehouse
- Production
- Sales
- Maintenance

• Closely follow the Supply Chain 
Operations Reference (SCOR) model

“Future Factory”

• Architecture is described as out-of-the-
box, scalable and flexible

• Follows the guidelines of Cisco Smart 
Business Architecture (SBA)

• Seamless interface with partners such as 
ABB, Honeywell, Emerson, Rockwell 
Automation

• Target industries include automotive and 
consumer packaged goods

• Plant visibility, equipment effectiveness, 
energy mgmt., event resolution

“Smart+Connected Mfr”

Fully Integrated Solution Apps & Analytics
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… and are capable of providing customers with capabilities that traditional 
MES, OT, and IT solutions do not offer
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Time Frame After MES Implementation
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Production Control Process 
Improvement Optimization

Typical MES
benefits ceiling

Advanced 
implementation

MES typically 
justified on these 

capabilities/benefits

• Established routings / flow
• Compliance / quality
• Inventory visibility
• Process standardization
• Process control / defect reduction
• Inventory accuracy / timely expensing

• Asset performance data
• Process repeatability / standard work
• Inventory control
• Higher asset utilization
• Labor efficiency and quality metrics
• SMI inventory reduction

• Reduction in reporting latencies
• Employee decision making tools
• Historical production data
• Capacity / throughput analysis
• OTD improvements
• Inventory reduction

• Real-time production monitoring
• Root causing, priority shifting, bottleneck 

anticipation

• Performance to TAKT / high flexibility
• Labor cost / inventory optimization

Capabilities
Typical Benefits

Source: Adopted from Gartner MES Market Analysis (March 2014); Strategy& Analysis
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Considerations for Manufacturers
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• What problem(s) are you trying to solve (use cases)?

• What level of performance is feasible in your business (value-equation)?

• How long do you have (transform or increment)?

• How do you future-proof your next generation manufacturing strategy (technology / solution screening)?

• How “ready” are you (skill-sets, operating models, stability)?

• Where do you start?
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Summary:  A thought starter definition of the Factory of the Future
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An information-connected distributed network of 
internally- and externally-owned operations, working in 
harmony to produce zero-defect, personalized products in 
a lot size of 1

Material moves autonomously and on-demand into and 
thru the 4-walls and is presented safely and ergonomically 
to operators who are armed with readily-accessible, real-
time product and process information 

Customers, designers, and operators have collaborated 
virtually and seamlessly from idea to receipt / install and 
continue that collaboration via connected feedback loops 
throughout the product / solution lifecycle

• Personalized
• Lot Size 1
• Autonomous
• Automated
• Inter-connected
• Zero-defect
• Operator Enablement
• Ergonomic
• Externally Linked
• Visible
• Real Time
• Agile
• Economies of Scale
• Customer Proximity


